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In [l] , P.J. Freyd solved the concreteness problem of categories proving that 
the Isbell’s necessary condition [2] is also sufficient. The new proof we are present- 
ing here is based on an explicite construction of the faithful functor. The construc- 
tion has, moreover, the following property: for countable categories with finite 
sets of morphisms between fixed objects, the functor has finite values. Thus we 
obtain that the Freyd’s theorem holds also in the finite set theory (which did not 
follow by [ 1 ] ). 
I am indebted to L. KuEera and A. Pultr for valuable advice. The impulse to con- 
sider the problem in finite set theory came from Z. Hedrlin and L. KuEera., 
Throughout he paper, C is a category satisfying the Isbell’s condition (see [ 2] ). 
Using the axiom of choice for classes, we can assume without loss of generality that 
objects of C are ordinals. 
The objects will be indicated by letters A, B, C, . . . . X, Y, Z, . . . . the morphisms 
by letters a, b, . . . . f, g, . . . . a’, b’, . . . . the domain (range resp.) off hy d(f) (r(f) resp.), 
exp X designates the power-set of X. Disjoint unions are indicated by V. 
Definition 1. Put L,,, = ((a, JC); d(a) = d(x), r(a) = A, r(x) = X). Define an equi- 
valence IA, x on LA,x putting (a, x) IA 
(f:A+C,g:X+C)fa=gxifffa’=gx’: 
x(a’, x’) whenever for every couple 
Remark. The Isbell’s condition (see [2] ) says, rou@ly speaking, that every LA,J/IA,J 
is a set. More exactly, there is a set R of elements of LA J such that every 
(a, x) E LA x is equivalent to some member of R. 9 
Notation. For every couple A, X choose a subset 
RA,X = LA,X 
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such that no two different elements of RA,J are equivalent and that every 
(a, x) E LA x is equivalent to an element of RA,J, which will be denoted by 9 
&xi. 
Definition 2. Define a mapping [ , ]A,X: LA,x+RA,x X fly<x expRA,Y 
f< is the natural ordering of ordinals) putting [a, x] A x = ((a, x), (a&&, t:here 
ay = {(a,y);y: d(a) + Y}. Denote by [LA x] the imige of LA,J under [ , 
We shall often write [a, x] instead of [a, xl A X. 
]A X. 9 
¶ 
Lemma 1. Let (a, x), (a’, x’) be elements of LA,x, f :A + B. Then [a, x] = [a’, x’] 
implies [ fa, x] = [fa’, x’] . 
l 
Proof. Evidently, (a, x) = (a’, x’) implies (fa, x) = (fa’, x’). Similarly, ay = a; implies 
(fa)y = (fa’)y. 
Definition 3. ht MA,* = ((a, x) E LA,x; a factors through n_o_Y < X). 
Lemma 2. If [a, x] = [a’, x'] and (a, x) E MA,x, then (a’, x’) E MA,x. 
Proof. Suppose that a’ = BLYLA, Y<X.Then(a’,y)Ea;.Becauseay=a;, 
there exists a u : d(a) + Y such that (a, u) = (a’, y). Since 
A 
a’ 
-: 
\ 
IA 
A 
Y 
/ 
z 
Y 
commutes, the diagram 
A 
a 
i 
\ 
1A 
A 
u 
/ 
z 
Y 
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also commutes. This contradicts the assumption of (a, x) E MA X. 
, 
A new proof of the Freyd’s theorem 
(a) For an object A of Cput 
F(A)= v [MA X] v (0,). 
XEICI ’ 
SinceMA,X=@forX>A,fiA)isaset. 
For a morphism f: A + B define a mapping F(f) : F(A) + F(B) as follows: 
F(f) Ia, XI = [fa, X] , if (fa, X) E MB r(x) ; , 
F(f) [a, X] = OB otherwise . 
According to Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, F(f) is correctly defined. 
(b) F is a functor: 
Obviously, F(lA) = IF(A). Let f: A + B, g: B + C be morphisms, [(P, x] E F(A). 
Consider thr.ee cases: 
(aa) gfa factors through no Y < r(x); 
(bb) gfa factors through Y < r(x), but fa factors through no Z < r(x); 
(cc) fa factors through 2 < r(x). 
In the case (aa) obviously fa factors through no Y < r(x). Hence F(gf)[a, X] = 
[sfa, x] = F(g)F(f) [a, X] . In the case (bb)(gfa,x) 4 MC r(x) and F(af’)[d = 0, 
= fig) [fa, x] = F(g)F(f) [a, x] . In the case (cc) obviously gfa factors through 
Z <r(x). Hence F(gf) [a, x] = Oc = F(g)(OB) = F(g)F(f) [a, x] . 
(c) Finally, F is faithful. Let f, g: A + B be morphisms, F(f) = F(g). Suppose 
that f = A A XL B and that f factors through no Y C X. Obviously, 
(l~,x)eM~ x9 [MA xl CF(A),(~,~)EMB~~ [&xl CF(Bbnd 
F(f)[l,+] ’ Ef,xl h ence [f, x] = F(g) [ li, X] = [i, x] , which implies 
(f, x) = (g, x). Since 
f 
< 
\ 
18 
Y 
x 
/ 
Y 
commutes, the diagram 
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1B 
\ 
/ 
Y 
commutes, too. Therefore f =rx = g. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The construction in the presented proof enables us to estimate the neces- 
sary cardinality of sets representing objects of a given category: 
tit the cardinality of&J be @, x). Then 
card F(A) = *GA card iMA x]) + 1 <( c card [& x]) + 1 9 X<A s 
G x c(A,X)* R 2c(A,y) + 1 . 
X6A Y<X 
Consequently: 
1. If the class 1Cl of all the objects of the given category Cis countable and 
c(A, X) is finite for every A, X, then all the sets fiA) i>f the given representation 
are finite. Thus, the Freyd’s theorem holds also in the finite set theory. 
2. If I cl is a set, cardinality of which is a strongly inaccessible cardinal K and 
c(A, X) < K for every A, X, then card flA) < K for every object A. 
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